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RF-dressed cold atom traps [1] confine ultracold atoms using spin dependent adiabatic potentials, formed
by the atomic interaction with a static and spatially dependent magnetic field and a radio frequency (RF)
magnetic field. These traps offer an easy way to manipulate atoms coherently, making them favourable for atom
interferometry, and have a range of potential applications such as rotation sensors and quantum simulators.
The possibility of miniaturisation using atom chip technology leads to applications in quantum technology.

For example, by using wire lattices we have recently designed new 2D lattice potentials [2, 3] which do not
involve optical fields and can be used for quantum simulation or information processing. These lattices are
highly flexible and can be arranged as a regular lattice, dipolar lattice, or ladder lattice. And by by extending
the dressing techniques to the microwave regime [4, 5] we have been able to create new types of circuital traps
for atoms with potential applications for Sagnac interferometry and atomtronics.

In the present work, Fermi’s Golden Rule is used to derive decay rates for non-adiabatic dressed spin state
changes in a RF-dressed cold atom trap. Non-adiabatic effects occur due to a coupling between the internal and
translational degrees of freedom. The gauge potential terms which give rise to undesirable spin state changes
are often neglected in considering the RF-dressed trap Hamiltonian, however, we include them and form a
prediction for the rate of atomic decay. Our predictions for the reduction in the number of trapped atoms are
compared with data recorded in a F=1, 87Rb RF-dressed trap.

Agreement is found with experimental data when heating processes induced by fluctuations in the currents
which generate the trapping magnetic fields are taken into consideration. The results are also compared to
the Landau-Zener model, which is used to determine the rate of non-adiabatic transitions to untrapped spin
states.
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